Bird Words
Put these “BIRD” words in ABC Order.

warm-blooded
nests
fly
eggs
feathers
hatch
wings
beaks

1. ______________________
2. ______________________
3. ______________________
4. ______________________
5. ______________________
6. ______________________
7. ______________________
8. ______________________

This is my picture!

Fun Fact
Did you know?

All About
BIRDS

BY ______________________
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All birds have feathers and they are the only animals that do. Feathers do many jobs for birds. Soft down feathers keep them warm, wing feathers allow flight and tail feathers are used for steering. The color of the feathers can be used to hide or “camouflage” the bird or to help find a mate.

Birds are warm-blooded and hatch from eggs usually laid in nests. The mother and father birds take care of the baby birds and feed them until they can fly on their own.

1. Birds are ______________ blooded and hatch from ______.

2. All birds have ________________

3. How do “down” feathers help a bird? ________________

4. What do tail feathers do? ________________

5. They live in ________________.
All birds have feathers and they are the only animals that do. Feathers do many jobs for birds. Soft down feathers keep them warm, wing feathers allow flight and tail feathers are used for steering. The color of the feathers can be used to hide or “camouflage” the bird or to help find a mate.

Birds are warm-blooded and hatch from eggs usually laid in nests. The mother and father birds take care of the baby birds and feed them until they can fly on their own.

1. Birds are ______________
   blooded and hatch from ______.

2. All birds have _____________________

3. How do “down” feathers help a bird? ___________________
   ___________________

4. What do tail feathers do? _____________________

5. They live in ________________.

What did you learn? Write about birds on the lines below.